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Brief Communications

Human C-Tactile Afferents Are Tuned to the Temperature of
a Skin-Stroking Caress
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Human C-tactile (CT) afferents respond vigorously to gentle skin stroking and have gained attention for their importance in social touch.
Pharmacogenetic activation of the mouse CT equivalent has positively reinforcing, anxiolytic effects, suggesting a role in grooming and
affiliative behavior. We recorded from single CT axons in human participants, using the technique of microneurography, and stimulated
a unit’s receptive field using a novel, computer-controlled moving probe, which stroked the skin of the forearm over five velocities (0.3,
1, 3, 10, and 30 cm s⫺1) at three temperatures (cool, 18°C; neutral, 32°C; warm, 42°C). We show that CTs are unique among mechanoreceptive afferents: they discharged preferentially to slowly moving stimuli at a neutral (typical skin) temperature, rather than at the cooler
or warmer stimulus temperatures. In contrast, myelinated hair mechanoreceptive afferents proportionally increased their firing frequency with stroking velocity and showed no temperature modulation. Furthermore, the CT firing frequency correlated with hedonic
ratings to the same mechano-thermal stimulus only at the neutral stimulus temperature, where the stimuli were felt as pleasant at higher
firing rates. We conclude that CT afferents are tuned to respond to tactile stimuli with the specific characteristics of a gentle caress
delivered at typical skin temperature. This provides a peripheral mechanism for signaling pleasant skin-to-skin contact in humans, which
promotes interpersonal touch and affiliative behavior.
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Introduction
The unmyelinated touch afferent system was first described by
Zotterman (1939), who reported responses from slowly conducting C-fiber low-threshold mechanoreceptors (CLTMs) in cats. A
human equivalent was long-believed to have disappeared during
evolutionary processes, until C-tactile (CT) afferents were found
using the technique of microneurography (Nordin, 1990; Vallbo
et al., 1993). The properties of CT afferents include maximal
firing to slow-velocity stroking at low forces, small receptive
fields with sensitive hot spots, and a slow conduction velocity
relating to the unmyelinated axon (Vallbo et al., 1993, 1999;
Wessberg et al., 2003; Löken et al., 2009). Brain imaging studies
have shown that the posterior insular cortex is the primary
cortical target area for CT afferents (Olausson et al., 2002;
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Björnsdotter et al., 2009; Morrison et al., 2011), and their firing
frequency correlates significantly with psychophysical ratings of
tactile pleasantness (Löken et al., 2009).
CTs and CLTMs are found exclusively in hairy skin and have
similar properties (Iggo, 1960; Bessou et al., 1971; Iggo and Kornhuber, 1977; Nordin, 1990; Vallbo et al., 1993, 1999; Wessberg et
al., 2003; Liu et al., 2007; Löken et al., 2009; Li et al., 2011; Lou et
al., 2013; Vrontou et al., 2013). In mouse genetic visualization
studies, CLTMs have been found to express the vesicular glutamate transporter VGLUT3 (Seal et al., 2009; Li et al., 2011; Lou et
al., 2013) and tyrosine hydroxylase (Li et al., 2011; Lou et al.,
2013). Other studies show that another type of CLTM expresses
the Mas-related G-protein-coupled receptor B4 (Liu et al., 2007;
Vrontou et al., 2013) and that its pharmacogenetic activation is
positively reinforcing (Vrontou et al., 2013).
Thus, both the human psychophysical and animal genetic studies
show that CT activation is associated with hedonic effects, suggesting
an important role for CTs in social touch (Olausson et al., 2010).
Here we ask whether the complex tactile and temperature components that characterize a gentle skin-to-skin caress are encoded in the
periphery by CT afferents. Three concurrent hypotheses were tested
in humans using electrophysiological and psychophysical responses
to combined mechano-thermal skin-stroking stimuli: (1) CT afferents respond preferentially to tactile and thermal stimulus components that resemble a human caress; (2) myelinated afferent firing is
modulated differently to the same stimuli; and (3) the perception of
pleasantness of the stimuli relates best to CT activity.
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Materials and Methods
The experimental procedures were approved by the University of
Gothenburg ethics committee and performed in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was gained, and participants were paid for their time. The subjects were well adjusted to the
room temperature (kept constant at 23°C) before the experiment started.
Axonal recordings were made from the left antebrachial cutaneous nerve
in 20 healthy human participants (age, 27 ⫾ 9 years; mean and SD; seven
males). Because of the intricacy of the technique, such as finding units in
accessible locations, data from 18 participants were included in additional analyses. Psychophysical data were obtained in 30 different participants (age, 24 ⫾ 4 years; mean and SD; 15 males). All participants were
seated comfortably with their left arm immobilized using a vacuum
airbag.
Using the in vivo electrophysiological technique of microneurography
(Vallbo et al., 2004), single-unit axonal recordings were sought from
A- and C-fiber mechanoreceptive afferents in the forearm through a
high-impedance, tungsten recording electrode (FHC). The experimenter
stroked the participant’s arm gently to locate single units. Thus, the
sample was biased toward low-threshold mechanoreceptive afferents.
Units were classified as CTs when their spike configuration showed a
major deflection in the negative direction, as expected for extracellular
recordings from unmyelinated axons (myelinated units showed a major
positive spike deflection), long latency responses to mechanical stimulation, and monofilament force thresholds of ⱕ2.5 mN (Vallbo et al., 1993,
1999; Wessberg et al., 2003). The conduction velocity of CT units was
estimated using a hand-held, blunt strain gauge device; responses were
recorded to short mechanical taps to the center of the unit’s receptive
field, and the conduction velocity was calculated using the distance from
this spot to the recording electrode (Vallbo et al., 1999). Myelinated
A-fiber mechanoreceptive afferents were subclassified as slowly adapting
type 1 (SA1) [or type 2 (SA2)] or rapidly adapting Pacinian, hair or field
units according to their specific response and receptive field characteristic (Vallbo et al., 1995). Single units were identified on-line by the spike
detection algorithms of the data acquisition system (SC/ZOOM; Department of Physiology, Umeå University, Umeå, Sweden), sampled at 12.8
kHz, bandpass filtered (0.2– 4 kHz), and stored, using the SC/ZOOM
system.
A rotary stimulator (Dancer Design; Fig. 1A) was used to move a
mechano-thermal probe (contact surface, ⬃5 cm 2) across the center of a
unit’s receptive field. The size of this probe was sufficient to stimulate the
full receptive field of a CT unit, which is 1–35 mm 2 (Wessberg et al.,
2003). Two variables were changed: the stroking velocity and the temperature of the stimulus probe. The contact surface of the probe was a
rounded, smooth metallic plate, warmed and cooled with a customdesigned thermode consisting of probe-mounted Peltier elements (Melcor CP Series thermoelectric module) interfaced to Melcor PR-59
programmable control modules and thermocouples (0.05°C resolution).
The probe was attached to an arm and central axle, which delivered
different velocities of stroking (0.3, 1, 3, 10, or 30 cm s ⫺1). This robotic
stimulator provided high-precision computer control over the velocities
and temperatures at a calibrated normal force (0.4 N). For each unit,
three non-noxious temperatures were tested at all velocities: cool (18°C),
neutral (32°C; typical human arm skin temperature; Arens and Zhang,
2006), and warm (42°C). The temperatures were presented in a pseudorandomized block design, where three repeats of each velocity were given
in a randomized order in each temperature block. There was an interstimulus interval of 30 s to allow for recovery of the CT afferent response
that can show fatigue in repeated stimulation (Zotterman, 1939; Iggo,
1960; Bessou et al., 1971; Hahn, 1971; Iggo and Kornhuber, 1977; Nordin, 1990; Vallbo et al., 1999). The paradigm took ⬃40 min; it was possible to record from the same unit during the whole paradigm, although
some fluctuations and occasional drift in the recordings were seen. To
ensure that there was no overall effect of the repetitive thermal stimulation on skin temperature, we measured skin temperature during the
mechano-thermal stroking paradigm in six different participants (age,
40 ⫾ 12 years; mean and SD; two males). We used an infrared thermometer (UT300B; UNI-T) to measure the skin temperature at the central

Figure 1. Experimental setup, locations of units, and examples of CT responses. A, Schematic
of the setup with the rotary mechano-thermal stimulator positioned over the participant’s arm.
B, C, Receptive field locations of maximal responses from all the CT units (B) and myelinated
units (C) stimulated in the mechano-thermal experiment. D, E, Examples of raw spike traces and
firing-frequency histograms from an individual CT unit in response to a stroking velocity of 3 cm
s ⫺1 at the neutral (32°C; D) and cool (18°C; E) temperatures.
point of skin stroking, directly before each stroke. The average prestimulus skin temperature was gained per stroking velocity block, and these
were compared over time per temperature, where no significant changes
were found (one-way ANOVA, all p ⬎ 0.1). The average change in temperature from the beginning to the end of the block was ⫺0.6 ⫾ 0.3°C
SEM for the cool block, 0.8 ⫾ 0.2°C SEM for the neutral block, and 1.0 ⫾
0.2°C SEM for the warm block.
Psychophysical data were collected in a separate session, where the
mechano-thermal stroking was delivered to the middle of the left forearm. The stimuli were presented in the same manner as in the mechanothermal paradigm, although instead of recording nerve responses, the
participants rated each mechano-thermal stimulus on a visual analog
scale (anchors “unpleasant” and “pleasant”; output range, ⫺10 to ⫹10).
The subjects wore goggles, which shielded their view of the stimulus, and
ear plugs.
The microneurography recordings were preprocessed to verify the
single-unit nature of all units with an off-line pattern-matching algorithm, and the recorded nerve spikes were inspected in an expanded
timescale using software implemented in MATLAB (Mathworks). Single
spikes were time stamped, and the onset and offset of the probe movement were time-marked. Descriptive statistics were gained about the
mean firing frequency of individual units, and stroking velocity was
transformed to log10 values. Statistical comparisons were made using
SPSS (version 18; IBM), and significances were sought below the p ⬍ 0.05
level ( p values are given for significance to three decimal places). Regressions testing linear and quadratic models were used to investigate curve
fitting of the data from individual units/participants, and at the group
level, for the stroking velocities, over each temperature. Multilevel
mixed-model analyses were conducted to uncover statistically significant
main effects of the stroking velocity and temperature, using maximum
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Figure 2. Neural firing and pleasantness ratings at different velocities and temperatures. A–D, Mean firing frequency of an individual CT unit’s response (A), all CT (B) and all hair (C) units, and
pleasantness ratings (D) to the five stroking velocities and three temperatures. For CT responses and pleasantness ratings, stroking at 3 cm s ⫺1 at a neutral temperature produced the highest
responses. All measures were affected by the stroking velocity, but only the CT firing frequency and pleasantness ratings showed an effect to temperature, where neutral produced the highest
responses. E, CT firing frequency and pleasantness ratings correlated significantly, but only at the neutral temperature (regression line). Error bars indicate ⫾SEM.
Table 1. CT firing frequency showed significant effects from changing the
temperature of the moving probe
Significant differences in CT afferent firing frequency

likelihood estimation and a random intercepts model; differences between the levels of each variable were compared using least significant
difference tests. The firing-frequency data for CTs were compared with
the mean pleasantness ratings, for each temperature, using Pearson’s
correlation two-tailed tests.

Velocity
(cm s ⫺1)

Results

0.3

Data were gained from 20 CT units, and their mean conduction
velocity was 0.76 m s ⫺1 (⫾0.06 SEM; range, 0.30 –1.19 m s ⫺1).
The CT units were activated vigorously when the experimenter
stroked the receptive field with slow, gentle movements; however,
they did not respond to air puffs, which activated hair afferents. Eight
CT units were tested using the moving mechano-thermal probe
(Fig. 1). Other CT units were partially tested, but because of the
highly technical and difficult recording environment, insufficient
numbers of data points were gained, although these units showed
the same trends as the group data. The CT units showed sensitivity to stroking velocity and temperature; their maximal mean
firing frequency occurred at the stroking velocity of 3 cm s ⫺1 and
temperature of 32°C (Fig. 2 A, B). Regression analyses were used
to explore the relationship between CT firing frequency and
stroking velocity, per temperature. Separate regressions were
conducted per temperature, both for individual units and on a
group level. All of the individual CT units were fit better by negative quadratic, rather than linear, regressions, and this was also
true on a group level. For the neutral temperature, a significant
inverted U-shaped, negative quadratic regression (R 2 ⫽ 0.10,
F(2,193) ⫽ 10.18, p ⬍ 0.001) best fit the CT firing frequency to
stroking velocity, where slower and faster velocities gave lower
firing frequencies, compared with 3 cm s ⫺1 (Fig. 2B). We also
found similar significant negative quadratic fits for the cool
(R 2 ⫽ 0.08, F(2,229) ⫽ 10.06, p ⬍ 0.001) and warm (R 2 ⫽ 0.10,
F(2,108) ⫽ 5.71, p ⫽ 0.004) temperatures (Fig. 2B).
To uncover differences between the stroking stimuli, multilevel statistics were conducted on the CT firing-frequency data,

1
3
10
30

Main effect
F(2,57.5) ⫽ 8.99
p ⬍ 0.001
F(2,56.4) ⫽ 9.57
p ⬍ 0.001
F(2,57.4) ⫽ 3.54
p ⫽ 0.035
F(2,58.1) ⫽ 4.20
p ⫽ 0.020
F(2,54.4) ⫽ 1.21
p ⫽ 0.306

Neutral
versus cool

Neutral
versus warm

Warm
versus cool

p ⫽ 0.002
Neutral ⬎ cool
p ⬍ 0.001
Neutral ⬎ cool
p ⫽ 0.010
Neutral ⬎ cool
p ⫽ 0.008
Neutral ⬎ cool
N/A

p ⬍ 0.001
Neutral ⬎ warm
p ⫽ 0.013
Neutral ⬎ warm
p ⫽ 0.160

p ⫽ 0.452

p ⫽ 0.030
Neutral ⬎ warm
N/A

p ⫽ 0.589

p ⫽ 0.065
p ⫽ 0.209

N/A

At the velocities between 0.3 and 10 cm s ⫺1, CT firing frequencies at the neutral temperature were significantly
higher than the cool temperature, and also for the warm temperatures at 0.3, 1, and 10 cm s ⫺1 stroking velocities.
N/A indicates that between-level tests were not applicable as the main effect was not significant.

and a significant main effect of stroking velocity (F(4,313.0) ⫽
14.82, p ⬍ 0.001) and temperature (F(2,313.7) ⫽ 14.37, p ⬍ 0.001)
were found, but no significant interaction of these. We conducted
additional multilevel analyses at each stroking velocity to determine significant differences between the temperatures. There was
a significant effect of temperature for all of the stroking velocities,
apart from the fastest (30 cm s ⫺1): stroking at the neutral temperature produced significantly higher CT mean firing frequencies than stroking at cool or warm temperatures (apart from at 3
cm s ⫺1 where neutral was only significantly higher than cool;
Table 1).
Myelinated mechanoreceptive afferents (n ⫽ 8; locations
shown in Fig. 1A) were also tested using the rotary mechanothermal stimuli, and data from four hair afferent units were compared directly with the CT responses. Regression analyses found
striking differences compared with the CT responses: all of the
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individual hair units were better fit by positive quadratic regression models, rather than linear fits, and this was also true on a
group level, per temperature (R 2 for neutral, 0.92; cool, 0.89;
warm, 0.85; all p ⬍ 0.001; Fig. 2C). Multilevel statistics were
conducted on the hair firing-frequency data: there was a significant main effect of stroking velocity (F(4,155.1) ⫽ 492.96, p ⬍
0.001), where a substantial increase in firing frequency was found
with faster velocities; however, no significant effects were found
for the temperature of the stimulus or the interaction of stroking
velocity and temperature. Additional recordings were made from
two SA1 units, one SA2 unit, and one field unit (locations shown
in Fig. 1A). These units showed considerable and significant increases in firing frequency with increasing velocity and, like the
hair units, were best fit by positive quadratic models. The SA2,
which was spontaneously active, showed an effect of temperature
(F(2,45) ⫽ 8.24, p ⫽ 0.01), with significant decreases in firing
frequency to warmth over all stroking velocities, compared with
both cool and neutral temperatures ( p ⬍ 0.05; Chambers et al.,
1972). There was little change in the firing frequency of the field
unit to different temperatures, and both the SA1 units were only
tested at one temperature before the recordings were lost.
In separate psychophysical experiments, participants rated
the perceived pleasantness of mechano-thermal stroking on a
visual analog scale. Participants perceived non-noxious cool and
warm sensations, whereas in the neutral temperature condition,
negligible temperature changes were felt. All of the individual
participants’ ratings were better fit by negative quadratic, rather
than linear, regression models, and this was also true on a group
level. For the neutral temperature, a significant inverted
U-shaped, negative quadratic regression (R 2 ⫽ 0.10, F(2,449) ⫽
23.04, p ⬍ 0.001) best fit the pleasantness ratings to stroking
velocity, where slower and faster velocities gave lower firing frequencies, compared with 3 cm s ⫺1 (Fig. 2D). We found similar
significant negative quadratic fits for the cool (R 2 ⫽ 0.08,
F(2,449) ⫽ 18.87, p ⬍ 0.001) and warm (R 2 ⫽ 0.13, F(2,449) ⫽
34.23, p ⬍ 0.001) temperatures (Fig. 2D). Using a multilevel model,
significant main effects were found for the stroking velocity
(F(4,1320) ⫽ 34.75, p ⬍ 0.001), for the temperature (F(2,1320) ⫽
110.30, p ⬍ 0.001), and for the interaction of velocity and temperature (F(8,1320) ⫽ 5.66, p ⬍ 0.001). Additional multilevel analyses at each stroking velocity found that there was a significant
main effect of temperature from 0.3 to 10 cm s ⫺1, where stroking
at the neutral temperature was always perceived as significantly
more pleasant than at cool or warm temperatures (all p ⬍ 0.05).
Correlations were conducted between the CT and hair mean
firing frequencies and the pleasantness ratings for corresponding
temperatures. We found a significant correlation between the CT
firing frequency and pleasantness ratings at the neutral temperature only ( p ⫽ 0.003, R 2 ⫽ 0.96; Fig. 2E). No significant correlations were found for the cool or warm CT firing frequency and
pleasantness ratings comparisons, or between the hair unit firing
frequency and pleasantness ratings.

Discussion
CTs responded vigorously to slow stroking stimuli delivered at
neutral, typical skin temperature, and CT firing frequencies correlated with hedonic ratings to the same mechano-thermal stimulus only at the neutral temperature. This adds strength to the
affective touch hypothesis (Olausson et al., 2010), which predicts
that CT afferents signal the affective elements of touch and are
tuned to respond to direct skin-to-skin contact between individuals. When the moving tactile stimulus was set to warmer or
cooler temperatures, compared with typical human skin temper-
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ature, the CT firing frequency decreased, as well as the pleasantness ratings.
CTs respond primarily to mechanical stimulation, although
we show presently, using our novel bimodal stroking stimulation,
that they are subject to thermo-modulatory effects. Previously,
the effect of temperature on CT and CLTM afferents has only
been studied using separately applied mechanical and thermal
stimuli, where a response is sometimes seen to rapid cooling, with
no response to warming (Iggo, 1960; Bessou et al., 1971; Hahn,
1971; Vallbo et al., 1999; Wiklund Fernström et al., 2003; Seal et
al., 2009). In contrast, microneurographical recordings in humans have shown other types of afferents that are sensitive to
cooling [C-cold (Campero et al., 1996, 2001, 2009; Campero and
Bostock, 2010; Konietzny, 1984; Järvilehto and Hämäläinen,
1979); A␦-cool (Campero et al., 2009)] and warming [C-warm
(Konietzny and Hensel, 1977; Schmelz and Schmidt, 2010)]. The
C-temperature afferents are often spontaneously active at typical
skin temperature and respond well to rapid thermal changes,
although they are unresponsive to mechanical stimulation. Additionally, C-polymodal nociceptors are activated by both cooling (⬍20°C; Campero et al., 1996) and heating (⬎37°C; Schmidt
et al., 1997).
At the cool and warm stimulus temperatures in the current
work, there were additional sensory inputs from a range of
temperature-sensitive afferents, which would inevitably influence the hedonic ratings. We chose to compare the neutral stroking temperature (comparable with skin-to-skin contact in social
touch) with cool and warm stroking temperatures that were outside the boundary of typical skin temperatures (21–37°C; Arens
and Zhang, 2006) but were not considered painful. We show that
stroking around typical skin temperature produced the highest
CT firing frequencies, in contrast to the other temperature conditions, which resembled nonsocial touch as a result of the more
intense thermal stimulation. The CT firing frequency likely has
an optimal thermal range; therefore, investigations exploring responses over milder temperature changes may elucidate their role
in social touch further.
At temperatures of ⬍20 or ⬎44°C, stimuli start to become
unpleasant; however, participants can readily distinguish between the thermal, affective, and painful aspects (Greenspan et
al., 2003). The perceived pleasantness of a thermal stimulus is
dependent on core and skin temperature; cool stimuli are preferred during body warming and warm stimuli during body cooling, although temperature discrimination is independent of the
affective quality (Cabanac, 1971; Marks and Gonzalez, 1974). In
agreement with this, we found significantly lower pleasantness
ratings for moving cool and warm stimuli compared with neutral
stimuli. Our data show that when CT activity decreases (through
nonoptimal stroking velocities and/or temperatures), the perceived pleasantness of the stimulus also decreases, providing support for the CT affective touch hypothesis. However, the
correlation between CT firing and pleasantness was only found at
the neutral temperature, demonstrating the effect of other factors
than CT firing on pleasantness. These findings imply that the
perception of pleasantness is multidimensional, constructed
from all available sensory input, as well as being influenced by
homeostatic state and top-down cognitive mechanisms.
The present data highlight differences between the physiological responses of CTs and myelinated hair afferents, with respect
to their firing at different stroking velocities and temperatures.
The hair afferents showed a substantial increase in their firing rate
to faster stroking and showed no modulation to varying the
stroking temperature. We found that the thicker terminal hairs in
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humans were innervated by myelinated afferents and were not
physiologically related to CTs. Anatomically, CTs and animal
CLTMs are associated with hairs: both afferent types are only
found in hairy skin (Nordin, 1990; Vallbo et al., 1993, 1999;
Wessberg et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2007; Löken et al., 2009; Li et al.,
2011; Lou et al., 2013; Vrontou et al., 2013) and are located at a
similar depth in the skin (Liu et al., 2007; Li et al., 2011; Lou et al.,
2013). Despite similar thermal conduction distances from the
skin surface, the hair afferents showed no significant effect for
temperature (Hunt and McIntyre, 1960).
The significant relationship between the hedonic evaluation
of the stroking stimuli at neutral temperature and the CT responses supports the role of CT afferents in affective, pleasant
touch, particularly relating to skin-to-skin contact between individuals. These findings emphasize the importance of CTs in signaling tactile input in social interactions, such as in nurturing and
romantic relationships. The evolutionary significance of an affective touch system would be to aid in parent– child and conspecific
bonding, thus increase chances of survival through affiliative
group behavior.
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